FAIR AND
SQUARE
A LOOK AT THE VALENTUS
COMPENSATION PLAN

T

he Valentus compensation plan is
regarded by established industry
professionals to be a cuttingedge plan that fundamentally
addresses the inherent flaws historically
associated with network marketing
compensation plans. Valentus launched the
robust plan on February 1, 2015 and it truly
catapulted Valentus due to the following
reasons:
•
Low Barrier of Entry. Valentus offers
its independent representatives (IR’s) a
one-time lifetime fee of only $20 (USD),
compared to other larger monthly or
annual renewal fees in the industry. This
appeals to the masses.
•
Sale packages. Valentus does not
require its IR’s to sell large amounts
of product just to feed a traditional
compensation plan. Valentus offers
attractive entry packages from $59 up
to $499. This is industry friendly.
•
A balanced and easy-to-share
compensation plan is designed to
be attractive, but not cumbersome.
You don’t need a Ph.D. in math to
understand it. There are no “gotchas”
or strategic financial breakage points
that are not paid out to deserving
distributors, like so many companies
have employed historically.
Valentus offers its IR’s seven revenue
streams. The first five are paid on a weekly
basis, and the last two are paid on a monthly
basis.
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1. Retail Commissions. Valentus wants its
IR’s to refer people to our individual retail
websites where they’ll see the value of the
product. Customers purchase any of our
high impact products online at attractive
market-friendly, retail prices. The referring
IR will receive a 25% retail commission
without ever having to handle any inventory
themselves.
2. Fast Start Bonus. Valentus offers up to
a 40% Fast Start Bonus based on the sales
package that is sold to a new IR or preferred
customer. For example, if someone were to
purchase the Basic Pack (one box) for $59
with 50 BV (business volume), the referring
IR would earn a 40% Fast Start Bonus on
that order equaling $20. The most exciting
element to the Fast Start Bonus is the
Business Builder Pack (BBP) for $499 with
400 BV. The Fast Start Bonus paid would be
$100, with an additional $100 allocation for
those IR’s who are Legacy Code qualified to
earn this additional bonus.
3. Legacy Qualification Bonus. To become
Legacy Code qualified, the IR must
personally sponsor three IR’s who have
purchased the $499 BBP. Beginning with
your fourth BBP sale and onwards to infinity,
the IR will now earn the additional $100
Legacy Code bonus for every $499 BBP they
personally sponsor. Those additional IR’s
sponsored from their fourth onwards will be
required to do the same; their first 3 IR’s who

purchase the $499 BBP will be placed in
their Legacy Code qualified upline’s Legacy
Code that will pay the additional $100 legacy
bonus to their upline. This is an exponential
bonus, three to the power of three, which is
extremely powerful and lucrative.
4. Dual Team Cycle Commissions. Valentus
offers its IR’s a $20 sales cycle commission
on every 100 BV produced on a lesser team
leg and 200 BV produced on a stronger
team leg. This is an industry leading 20%
lesser team leg commission, in a traditional
sense. The plan offers the potential of up to
5,000 cycles per week, or up to $100,000 per
week earnings potential.
5. Dual Team Matching Bonuses. This
bonus is garnering tremendous attention
in the industry for Valentus. Based on an
IRs monthly Valentus loyalty purchase
program participation, IRs can achieve
and maintain a leadership rank that offers
up to a 20% matching bonuses on all of
their personally sponsored IRs income
earned within their own dual-team cycle
commissions. Additionally, Valentus rewards
your sponsoring AND support team building
activities by offering up to seven referral
levels of dual team matching bonuses on
your personal enrollment tree, based on
your leadership rank. This is the ultimate
compensation for your success that your
team members enjoy, both direct and
indirect to you.

6. Enrollment Bonus Pool. Paid monthly,
this pool compensates those IRs who
contributed the most during that
commission month only in terms of new
sponsoring activity. For every three IRs you
personally sponsor who purchase the BBP in
the same calendar month, you receive one
share of the 1% global company sales pool
for that corresponding month. As global
sales continue to rise, so too will the 1% total
bonus pool allocation. There is no limit as to
the number of shares you can earn in each
calendar month.
7. Vehicle Bonus. After achieving the rank
of Diamond for two consecutive months,
you’ll enjoy a car bonus starting at $400 for

a vehicle of your choice. As you advance your
Diamond leadership rank, you will enjoy
up to $3,000 per month for your qualified
car bonus. IRs are not required to drive a
certain make, model or color; and, if you’re
not interested in a new vehicle, Valentus will
instead pay you 50% cash for the bonus you
have qualified for.
The Valentus compensation plan is fair,
and it rewards the correct behavior. And,
those rewards are adding up quickly for
thousands of people who are enjoying new
found levels of financial freedom. Valentus’
industry-leading compensation plan is built
by distributors for distributors. No games, no
trickery. Welcome to our Valentus family!
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The Valentus
Compensation plan
provides seven streams of
revenue:

1. Retail Commissions
2. Fast Start Bonus
3. Legacy Qualification
Bonus
4. Dual Team Cycle
Commissions
5. Dual Team Matching
Bonuses
6. Enrollment Bonus Pool
7. Vehicle Bonus
With decades of experience in the industry,
Valentus Blue Diamond Ted Wilson knows this
compensation plan will support his family’s
dreams.
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